Perhaps the exclusion has since been attended to. Failing that: should not eminent South African surgeons take up the cudgels/scalpels on Barnard’s and Groote Schuur Hospital’s behalf?

Robert-Ian Caldwell
PO Box 893
Hilton
3245
ric@caldwells.co.za

Gaucher disease in South Africa

To the Editor: I refer to the abstract by Govender and Newton in the August SAMJ.

Gaucher disease is a relentless progressive multi-systemic disorder caused by deficiency or inadequate function of lysosomal β-glucocerebrosidase. The resultant accumulation of the substrate glucocerebroside causes the organ damage. The classic clinical picture of organomegaly, cytopenia and bone pain or disease should always alert the practitioner and place Gaucher disease into the differential diagnosis. This will result in earlier intervention and minimise the risk of irreversible complications of the disease.

While initially Gaucher disease was thought to be more prevalent in the Jewish Ashkenazi population, it is now regarded as being pan-ethnic with a specific genotype, the N370S mutation being more prevalent in that group. There are now some 300 mutations causing the disease.

The Gaucher Clinic at Johannesburg Hospital has been in existence for some 14 years, and 30% of the patients are black Africans. It is interesting to note that there does appear to be a novel mutation for our black population. There are about 50 known patients in South Africa. The treatment of choice is
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enzyme replacement therapy with imiglucerase (Cerezyme), and at present there are about 30 patients on this programme. An alternative form of therapy is substrate reduction; medication with miglustat (Zavesca) reduces the amount of glucocerebrosidase, allowing the patient’s depleted residual glucocerebrosidase activity to cope with the reduced amount of substrate. There are at present 5 patients on substrate reduction therapy in South Africa. Both modalities of therapy are efficacious.

Rene Heitner
Gaucher Clinic
Department of Paediatrics
Johannesburg Hospital and
University of the Witwatersrand
Johannesburg

Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Amendment Bill

To the Editor: The Amendment Bill is being revisited because of a court order. It is a matter of concern that the Department of Health has not taken this opportunity to review this Amendment Bill and the principal Act before presenting it again for public comment.

A full review is necessary because of excellent research showing that maternal death rates are 4 times higher in the year following a pregnancy for Finnish women who chose termination of pregnancy (TOP), compared with women who chose to carry their babies. The higher death rate was due to suicide, death by accident, homicide and natural causes. English researchers corroborated an increased incidence of suicide after TOP. The greater homicide rate is explicable by increased tendencies to anger and violence and substance abuse after TOP. Very young women are especially prone, and women with self-destructive character traits are at particular risk of death. Other studies show that these effects persist for many years, that men and health care workers may behave unnaturally to making TOP decisions without adequate training, registration and a sound scientific approach towards medicine. Medicine (for me) is a profession that requires the practitioner’s heart, brain and hands.

The ‘scientific brain’ is sometimes under-represented in medical discussions (I would not dare to guess how many undergraduate medical students or graduates aren’t properly able to interpret data). It is obviously not enough to perform medicine only with the heart – we need proper scientific and mathematical skills – otherwise voodoo-like approaches to the HIV/AIDS pandemic (beetroot, sweet potatoes, etc.) should not surprise us. Medicine needs a properly regulated course of training, registration and a sound scientific approach towards acquiring the knowledge that can be applied to individual patients. Western medicine has gone a long way to arrive at ‘evidence-based medicine’ (EBM), based on randomised controlled trials (RCTs), can answer all our needs in medicine. Medicine (for me) is a profession that requires the practitioner’s heart, brain and hands.

The art of medicine: heart, head and hands

To the Editor: Your editorial1 in the SAMJ, and Dr Sanders’ response,2 evoked an interesting discussion about whether ‘evidence-based medicine’ (EBM), based on randomised controlled trials (RCTs), can answer all our needs in medicine. Medicine (for me) is a profession that requires the practitioner’s heart, brain and hands.

The ‘scientific brain’ is sometimes under-represented in medical discussions (I would not dare to guess how many undergraduate medical students or graduates aren’t properly able to interpret data). It is obviously not enough to perform medicine only with the heart – we need proper scientific and mathematical skills – otherwise voodoo-like approaches to the HIV/AIDS pandemic (beetroot, sweet potatoes, etc.) should not surprise us. Medicine needs a properly regulated course of training, registration and a sound scientific approach towards acquiring the knowledge that can be applied to individual patients. Western medicine has gone a long way to arrive at this point.3,4

But this theoretical and structural framework comes at a price. An undeniable and already clearly recognised shortfall in this type of modern ‘Western’ medicine is its tendency to
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